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Administrative Guidelines of Fukushima Prefectural Police Operations in 2020
Our basic stance ： Strong police to support Fukushima

～Aiming for Fukushima's recovery with residents in Fukushima ～
<Our main goals>
■ Creating communities where crimes are less likely to occur.
■ Intensifying on-the-street police activities to secure the safety of communities.
■ Strict crackdowns on crimes which put residents into anxiety and promotion of organized crime control.
■ Prevention of traffic accidents by comprehensive measures.
■ Promotion of taking security measures for Olympic games.
■ Securing safety and security in cyberspace.

※ As of August 1st, 2020
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In all kinds of different ways, such as recruiting activities to alma maters of

our staff, holding a joint recruitment briefing with other authorities or

experience-based recruitment briefing, police website, SNS like Twitter,etc.,

we make all efforts to provide our information as much as possible about what

the police do and how it is attractive. We make efforts to secure human

resources capable of playing central roles in the future of Fukushima police.

Join our team as a police member

We need people who can play central roles in the future

The Public Safety Commission (PSC) System plays an important role in maintaining
the democratic operation and political neutrality of the police administration. In this
system, the Prefectural Public Safety Commissions (PPSCs) are set up to
supervise prefectural police. At regular meetings, the PPSCs receive reports on
incidents, accidents, disasters, the police efforts based on them, organizational
status, and other matters from chiefs of Prefectural Police. Based on the reports,
the PPSCs supervise the Prefectural Police by giving guidance to the Prefectural
Police. In addition, the PPSCs undertake administrative tasks about issuing driver's
license, regulating traffic, supervising antique
dealings,etc., attend the police station councils,
and conduct on-site inspections of police activities
in order to strive to maintain an understanding of
the state of public safety and police operation.

Promotion of the Work - Life balance

for all police staff members

" The gentle wind blowing for victims in Fukushima " campaigns Police Safety Consultation Service

In order to cultivate motivation to support victims in crimes or traffic accidents

throughout the entire society, we give a lesson in which victms,etc. teach the

importance of life in elementary schools and high schools.

In addition, on the occasion of a local gathering or public lecture in each

community, we give a lesson called "Mini-course for communities which are kind to

victims" in which a police staff read participants a memoir of a victim to make them

feel how the victim feel.

In order to enable everyone
to live a peaceful life without
any crime or accidents,we
provide a consultation service
to prevent damage caused by
crimes and deal with other
problems.
【Consultation service】
Service Div. for Citizens of the Police H.Q. and each police
station
【Phone consultation service】
･ Police Safety Consultation Service ＃ 9110（by cell-phone

and touch-tone phone）or
024－ 525－ 8055

･ Bullying 0120－ 795－ 110
･ Juvenile Consultation 024－ 525－ 8060
･ Every police stations

(Please call the nearest police station at the main phone
number.)

Police safety
consultation service

In order to create a work environment in which police staff members can have
a satisfactory working and private life, we make various efforts to streamline or
upgrade our work, let them take well-planned holidays, and give systematic supports
to some of them who have problems about child care, nursing care for elderly family
members,and so on.

Public Safety Commission

Police Administration Department



Police officers make an effort to solve problems they get
when they visit residential home and offices and send
timely information to residents making effective use of
mini PR papers,etc.

Our priority is to ensure victims' safety with full
consideration for victims and their family in
stalker incidents, domestic violence, and abuse
or missing cases of children or elderly people.
Furthermore, we promote crime prevention
activities with relevant agencies or groups to
protect children and woman from crimes.

Ensuring the security and safety of residents in corporation

with crime prevention volunter groups

Promoting measures to prevent Identity fraud cases

Intensifying crackdowns on economic and environmental
crimes threatening civil life

Promotion of ensuring the safety of children, women, and senior citezens

Promoting measures against juvenile delinquencies and general

measures for protecting juveniles

Securing safety and security in Cyberspace

We conduct anti-crime patrols and
inspections, and advertising campaigns on
the street in corporation with and volunteer
groups for the purpose of establishing local
communities where all residents of
Fukushima prefecture can live with peace
of mind.

In order to create environment
where everyone can use the Internet
in peace, we intensify crackdowns on
vicious and sophisticated cybercrime
such as unauthorized access with the
promotion of PR activities under the
cooperation between the public and
private sectors for the safety of the
Internet usage.

we open schools to prevent juvenile
delinquencies,and classes about
information morale to prevent troubles
caused by the Internet.
Furthermore, we crack down on crimes
which are harmful to child welfare, and
deal with child abuse which has
become a social problem.

We intensify crackdowns on
economic and environmental crimes
which threaten civil life, such as
illegal dumping of wastes,etc., morale
offenses, and fraudulent business. In
addition, in order to prevent crimes,
we make all efforts to take measures
such as asking banks to freeze bank
accounts used in crimes.

Community Safety Department

Training course for cyber security leaders

of companies and government offices

Campaign against molesters

Class to prevent delinquency

with volunteers

Community Police Affairs Department

Deterrance of crimes and accidents, and intensifying

on-the-street police activities for criminal investigation

Promoting fast and accurate early-stage police activities

In order for residents to have
daily lives with peace of mind
without being damaged by
crimes or accidents, we intensify
on-the-street police activities
such as patrolling, standing
watch, etc. Furthermore, we
make efforts to prevent criminal
cases and accidents themselves
and arrest criminals

Promoting Community-based activities

Patrol

When an accident or crime
occurs, we develop our fast
and accurate early-stage
police activities maximizing
the effect of police cars, police
h e l i c o p t e r s , e t c . , u n d e r
thecentralized control of
thecommunications Command
Office in an effort to catch
criminals early .

Protective activities

In corpora t ion wi th
relevant agencies or
groups,we engage in PR
and educational activities
against Identity frauds,
which includes street
canpaign,crime prevention
lectures,etc..

Anti- crime bicycle inspection with volunteers

Campaign against identity frauds



In order to protect citizens of our prefecture from tragic traffic
accidents, the police promote traffic safety campaigns in
collaboration with communities. Therefore, in corporation with
related agencies or groups, traffic volunteer groups, etc., we
conduct various on-the-street activities such as a traffic safety
campaign in each season.

Departing ceremony
for traffic safety campaign

Promotion of accurate education and training for drivers

In order to plan the traffic safety,
we realize traffic circumstances for
safe and smooth driving by
promoting to conduct effective
traffic regulations for community
roads such as "ZONE 30" and
introduce roundabouts (traffic
circles).
"ZONE 30" is the name of an area where the driver's speed limit is 30 km p/h.
Traffic regulation as a plane including various areas such as elementary schools, school zones,
streets,etc., not as a point pinpointing a place like intersection or closswalk, enables us to secure
pedestrians' safety on community roads.

In order to help drivers to enhance a
sense of traffic safety, safety driving
knowledge and driving skills, we hold
traffic workshops for any driver who get
a driver license first or renew it, based
on the reality of current traffic
accidents. Furthermore, we actively
receive consultation from senior drivers
and their family and give advice and
instruction to them, which are
necessary to keep safety driving.

Driving education
and

various kinds of courses

Eradication of vicious and dangerous driving

We strengthen the traffic regulations against vicious and dangerous
traffic violation such as drunk driving ,driving without permission,
obstructing pedestrians on a crosswalk and so on to prevent serious
traffic accidents or traffic crimes.In addition to that, we promote
careful and accurate traffic investigation to find out the truth of traffic
accidents and crimes and get the speedy solutions of them.

Traffic inspection at night

Promot ion of tak ing measures aga inst traff ic acc idents

Realization of traffic circumstances for safe and smooth driving

Criminal investigation Department

Efforts toward elimination of organized crime groups（Boryokudan）

What we investigate
Investigate felonious crimes
～We investigate felonious crimes, such as murder, robbery,etc.
Investigate white-collar crimes
～We investigate white-collar crimes such as identity fraud, bribery, etc.
Investigate thefts
～We investigate thefts, such as burglary, etc.
Crackdown on organized crime groups
～We take measures against organized crime groups (Boryokudan)

to eliminate them, and investigate their crimes.
Mobile Investigation
～It's a race against time. We don't have a single moment to lose.
Criminal Identification
～We identify criminals with physical evidence.
Expert examination
～In addition to expert examination, we engaged in scientific research
for criminal investigation.

What organized crime groups fear：Your courage!
Recent organized crime groups increase the tendency
of intruding on the lives of residents. We make all
efforts, together with you, to eliminate organized
crime groups using all kinds of laws and ordinances,
such as "Anti-Boryokudan Law", "the Fukushima
Prefecture Ordinance for Eliminating the Organized
Crime Groups," etc., to aim for "Society-wide elimination of them."

Traffic Department



Other than legal knowledge such as Penal Code, Criminal procedure law, and pract
ical skills for criminal /traffic investigation, we cultivate police officers' physical
and spiritual strength to take criminals under control or arrest them through
martial arts, etc., such as Judo,Kendo, Gun operation, and Arresting skills.

In order to prepare for large-scale security activities accosiated with Tokyo Olympic
games in 2020, we tighten security at important facilities and public transportation
such as nuclear power plants and railways, and conduct various anti-terrorism
training in collaboration with related agencies.Furthermore, we promote to take public
and private measures against terrorism in cooperation with explosive material
distributors, hotels, rent-a-car companies, Internet cafes, etc..

International counterorrism under the cooperation
between the public and private sectors

Policing in and around areas to which evacuation orders
have been issued and searching for missing persons

Preparing for large - scale disasters

We keep careful watch day and night on areas to which evacuation orders
have been issued, typhoon disaster areas, and so on to ensure the security
and safety around these areas. In addition, we continue to search for missing
persons in the Great East Japan Earthquake.

Search for missing persons

Warning and surveilance activities
in evacuation order areas

Improve the contents of the curriculums

In a police academy, police students aquire physical and

spiritual strength, knowledge, and skills necessary as a police

officerso that they can perform police duties with confidence.

Other than laws such as Penal Code and road Traffic

Laws, a lot of curriculums are adopted such as Judo,

Kendo, Arresting technique, English conversation,Tea

ceremony, Information process,etc..

Martial arts,etc.～Judo,Kendo,Gun operation, Arresting skills

Security Department

Cyber-attacks on domestic and
foreign government agencies may
cause ser ious damage to
countrieas' security and risk
management. In order to prevent or
minimize the damage caused by the
cyber-attacks, we share necessary
information on security with critical
infrastructure companies, and other
related groups, and conduct joint
training or other activities keeping
occurrence of cyber-attacks in mind.

Cyber security seminar

Group living in a boarding school

system deepen donds and a

sense of solidarity among class

mates.They are off duties on

saturdays,sundays,and national

holidays. With a report, they are

permitted to go out and stay

out overnight on saturdays, sundays, and national holidays.

Training Workshop for
"Counterterrosim Partnership Fukushima"

Promotion of measures against cyber-attacks

Deepen ties with each police students

Police academy

Aqu i r e know ledge ,sk i l l s ,and sp i r i tua l and phys ica l s t rength

In order to prepare for large-scale disasters, we make continuous
efforts to conduct practical training to upgrade the ability of
each unit member to cope with disasters. When East Japan
typhoon in 2019 "Typhoon No.19" caused damage, the unit members
were sent to the disaster areas for the rescue operation.

Police rescue activities
in large scale disasters



Penal Code offenses registered

in Fukushima prefecture

Traffic accidents occured

in Fukushima prefecture



《 Locations and telephone numbers of the police headquarters and police stations 》

Police Station Phone No. Address

Police Headquarters 024-522-2151 2-16,Sugitsuma-cho,Fukushima-shi 〒960-8686

Fukushima Police Station 024-522-2121 7-31,Uwa-machi, Fukushima-shi, 〒960-8101

<Kawamata branch> 024-566-3121 20-2, Aza Shimonakagima, Oaza Tsuruzawa, Kawamata-machi, Date-gun 〒960-1406

Fukushima-kita Police Station 024-554-0110 2-8, Aza Eai, Hirano, Iizaka-machi, Fukushima-shi 〒960-0231

<Kori branch> 024-582-2151 15-2, Aza Katatsuchi,Oaza Yaji, Kori-machi, Date-gun 〒969-1643

Date Police Station 024-575-2251 61-4, Aza Ochiuchi, Oizumi, Hobara-machi, Date-shi, 〒960-0634

Nihonmatsu Police Station 0243-23-1212 163-5, Wakamiya 2-chome, Nihonmatsu-shi 〒964-0906

Koriyama Police Station 024-922-2800 23, Aza Shiroshimizu, Koriyama-shi 〒963-8842

Koriyama-kita Police Station 024-991-0110 109, Tomitahigashi 3-chome, Koriyama-shi 〒903-8047

<Motomiya branch> 0243-33-3110 172-1, Aza Bansei, Motomiya, Motomiya-shi 〒969-1149

Sukagawa Police Station 0248-75-2121 19-7, Hachiman-machi, Sukagawa-shi 〒962-0831

Shirakawa Police Station 0248-23-0110 226-2, Showa-machi, Shirakawa-shi 〒961-0971

Ishikawa Police Station 0247-26-2191 185-2, Aza Nagakubo, Ishikawa-machi, Ishikawa-gun 〒963-7846

Tanagura Police Station 0247-33-0110 59-1,Aza Morinouchi, Oaza Nagare,Tanagura-machi,Higashishirakawa-gun 〒963-5663

Tamura Police Station 0247-62-2121 194,Aza Shimoarai, Oaza Kumagami, Miharu-machi, Tamura-gun 〒963-7704

<Ono branch> 0247-72-2121 13,Aza Kobutouuchi, Oaza Ononii-machi, Ono-machi, Tamura-gun 〒963-3401

Aizuwakamatsu Police Station 0242-22-5454 248, Yamami-machi, Aizuwakamatsu-shi 〒965-0021

Inawashiro Police Station 0242-63-0110 100-1, Aza Nashinokinishi, Inawashiro-machi, Yama-gun 〒969-3121

Kitakata Police Station 0241-22-5111 537-10, Aza Miyakoshi, Kamitakahitai, Sekishiba-machi, Kitakata-shi 〒966-0015

Aizu-bange Police Station 0242-83-3451 311,Aza Tatenoshita, Aizubange-machi, Kawanuma-gun 〒969-6551

Minami-aizu Police Station 0241-62-1140 54-1,Aza Otsubo,Tajima, Minamiaizu-machi, Minamiaizu-gun 〒967-0004

Iwaki-chuo Police Station 0246-26-2121 148, Uchigomimaya-machi 4-chome, Iwaki-shi 〒973-8402

<Joban branch> 0246-43-2168 16-1,Ohira, Sekifune-machi, Joban, Iwaki-shi 〒972-8318

Iwaki-higashi Police Station 0246-54-1111 19, Aza Miyozaka, Okaona, Onahama, Iwaki-shi 〒971-8151

Iwaki-minami Police Station 0246-63-2141 6-6, Minami-cho 1-chome, Ueda-machi, Iwaki-shi 〒974-8261

Minami-soma Police Station 0244-22-2191 262, Takami-cho 1-chome, Haramachi-ku ,Minamisoma-shi 〒975-0033

Futaba Police Station 0240-22-2121 19, Chuo 2-chome, Tomioka-machi, Futaba-gun 〒979-1112

<Namie branch> 0240-34-2141 1 8 - 1 , A z a K am i k u r a y a k um e , O a z a Go n g e n d o , N am i e -m a c h i , F u t a b a - g u n 〒 9 7 9 - 1 5 2 1

<Futaba ｓouth temporal office> 0240-25-1500 22-1, Aza Otsutsumiiri, Oaza Yamadaoka, Naraha-machi, Futaba-gun 〒979-0513

Soma Police Station 0244-36-3191 203-1, Aza Teramae,Nakano, Soma-shi 〒976-0037

※ As of August 1st,2020


